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E-mail: comsec@teignbridge.gov.uk
4 May 2022

LICENSING AND REGULATORY SUB-COMMITTEE
A meeting of the Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee will be held on Thursday,
12th May, 2022 in the Council Chamber at 10.00 am
PHIL SHEARS
Managing Director
Membership:
Councillors Bradford, Hayes (Chair) and Russell

Please Note: Filming is permitted during the Committee meeting with the exception
where there are confidential or exempt items, which may need to be considered in
the absence of the press and public. By entering the Council Chamber you are
consenting to being filmed.

AGENDA
Part I
1.

Apologies

2.

Minutes

3.

Declarations of Interest (if any)

4.

Request for Private Hire Vehicle Extension for further 12
months - EXZ 225

(Pages 9 - 22)

5.

Request for Hackney Carriage Vehicle Extension for further
12 months - BV12 HGG

(Pages 23 - 40)

(Pages 3 - 8)
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6.

Request for Hackney Carriage Vehicle Extension for further
12 months - MK12 YWA

(Pages 41 - 56)

7.

Request for Hackney Carriage Vehicle Extension for further
12 months - KV08 XOC

(Pages 57 - 68)

8.

Request for Private Hire Vehicle Licence for Vehicle over 5
years - OY14 KDJ

(Pages 69 - 82)

9.

Request for Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence for vehicle
over 5 years - KP66 FYB

(Pages 83 - 94)

If you would like this information in another format, please telephone 01626 361101 or
e-mail info@teignbridge.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 2

LICENSING AND REGULATORY SUB-COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, 5 APRIL 2022
Present:
Councillors Hayes (Vice-Chair), Kerswell and J Petherick
Officers in Attendance:
Trainee Democratic Services Officer
Licensing Officer
Legal Assistant

61.

APOLOGIES
No Apologies.

62.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (IF ANY)
No Declarations of Interest.

63.

REQUEST FOR HACKNEY CARRIAGE
FURTHER 12 MONTHS - ML60 WRX

VEHICLE

EXTENSION

FOR

The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee was asked to consider an
application for a Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence Extension for a Seat Alhambra
vehicle registration ML60 WRX.
The Sub-Committee noted the information provided by way of the report. In
particular it noted that the vehicle’s MOT certificate expires on 12 January 2023.
The Sub-Committee were informed that the vehicle passed its annual taxi
inspection test on 21 December 2021 and all works detailed on this had been dealt
with.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the vehicle was in a good and sound
condition and that public safety would not be compromised by the granting of the
licence sought.
Decision
Accordingly, the Sub-Committee granted the 12 month Hackney Carriage Vehicle
Licence as detailed in the report subject to the condition that the vehicle undergoes
four monthly vehicle inspection tests due to the age and mileage of the vehicle.
64.

REQUEST FOR HACKNEY CARRIAGE
FURTHER 12 MONTHS - WJ07 WXY
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VEHICLE

EXTENSION

FOR

Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee (5.4.2022)

The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee was asked to consider an
application for a Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence Extension for a Volkswagen
Sharan vehicle registration WJ07 WXY.
The Sub-Committee noted the information provided by way of the report. In
particular it noted that the vehicle’s MOT certificate expires on 14 February 2023.
The Sub-Committee were informed that the vehicle passed its annual taxi
inspection test on 3 March 2022 and all works had been dealt with.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the vehicle was in a good and sound
condition and that public safety would not be compromised by the granting of the
licence sought.
Decision
Accordingly, the Sub-Committee granted the 12 month Hackney Carriage Vehicle
Licence as detailed in the report subject to the condition that the vehicle undergoes
four monthly vehicle inspection tests due to the age and mileage of the vehicle.
65.

REQUEST FOR PRIVATE HIRE VEHICLE EXTENSION FOR FURTHER 12
MONTHS - SB61 RXZ
The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee was asked to consider an
application for a Private Hire Vehicle Licence Extension for a Mercedes-Benz Vito
vehicle registration SB61 RXZ.
The Sub-Committee noted the information provided by way of the report and heard
submissions from the Applicant. In particular it noted that the vehicle’s MOT
certificate expires on 19 February 2023. The Sub-Committee were informed that
the vehicle passed its annual taxi inspection test on 18 February 2022 and all
works detailed on this had been dealt with.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the vehicle was in a good and sound
condition and that public safety would not be compromised by the granting of the
licence sought.
Decision
Accordingly, the Sub-Committee granted the 12 month Private Hire Vehicle Licence
extension as detailed in the report subject to the condition that the vehicle undergoes
four monthly vehicle inspection tests due to the age and mileage of the vehicle.

66.

REQUEST FOR A SMALL PLATE FOR A PRIVATE HIRE VEHICLE - CR15
KHO
The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee were asked to consider an application
to display a small plate for a Mercedes Benz, EQB 350 AMG Line Premium - Electric,
vehicle registration CR15 KHO.
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Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee (5.4.2022)

The Sub-Committee considered photos of the vehicle, examples of sample plates and
heard representations from the Applicant.
The Council’s requirement for the display of licence plates on the rear of licensed
vehicles is set out in the Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licensing Policy,
paragraph 9.4 on page 27, as set out in the report circulated with the agenda.
Decision
The application to display a small plate on vehicle Mercedes Benz, EQB 350 AMG Line
Premium - Electric, vehicle registration CR15 KHO be approved.
Reason for Decision
Having considered the photos of the vehicle, read all written material, and listened to
the representation by the Licensing Officer and having heard what the applicant’s work
entails, the Sub-Committee considered the resolution above would be best suited to
the applicant whilst meeting the Council’s licensing responsibilities

67.

REQUEST FOR PRIVATE HIRE VEHICLE EXTENSION FOR FURTHER 12
MONTHS - KLZ 1117
The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee was asked to consider an
application for a Private Hire Vehicle Licence Extension for a Chrysler 300c vehicle
registration KLZ 1117.
The Sub-Committee noted the information provided by way of the report and heard
submissions from the Applicant. In particular it noted that the vehicle’s MOT
certificate expires in October 2022. The Sub-Committee were informed that the
vehicle passed its annual taxi inspection test on 22 March 2022.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the vehicle was in a good and sound
condition and that public safety would not be compromised by the granting of the
licence sought.
Decision
Accordingly, the Sub-Committee granted the 12 month Private Hire Vehicle Licence
extension as detailed in the report subject to the condition that the vehicle undergoes
a six monthly vehicle inspection test due to the age of the vehicle.

68.

REQUEST FOR HACKNEY CARRIAGE
FURTHER 12 MONTHS - CV11 AXN

VEHICLE

EXTENSION

FOR

The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee was asked to consider an
application for a Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence Extension for a Ford Mondeo
vehicle registration CV11 AXN.
The Sub-Committee noted the information provided by way of the report and heard
submissions from the Applicant. In particular it noted that the vehicle’s MOT
certificate expires on 28 March 2023. The Sub-Committee were informed that the
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Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee (5.4.2022)

vehicle passed its annual taxi inspection test on 30 March 2022 and all works
detailed on this had been dealt with.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the vehicle was in a good and sound
condition and that public safety would not be compromised by the granting of the
licence sought.
Decision
Accordingly, the Sub-Committee granted the 12 month Hackney Carriage Vehicle
Licence extension as detailed in the report subject to the condition that the vehicle
undergoes four monthly vehicle inspection tests due to the age and mileage of the
vehicle.

69.

REQUEST FOR HACKNEY CARRIAGE
FURTHER 12 MONTHS - RE11 KFJ

VEHICLE

EXTENSION

FOR

The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee was asked to consider an
application for a Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence Extension for a Ford Transit
vehicle registration RE11 KFJ.
The Sub-Committee noted the information provided by way of the report and heard
written submissions from the Applicant. In particular it noted that the vehicle’s MOT
certificate expires on 17 February 2023 (with advisories). The Sub-Committee were
informed that the vehicle initially failed its annual taxi inspection test on 23 March
2022 but then passed the re-test on 4 April 2022 and all works needed had been
dealt with.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the vehicle was in a good and sound
condition and that public safety would not be compromised by the granting of the
licence sought.
Decision
Accordingly, the Sub-Committee granted the 12 month Hackney Carriage Vehicle
Licence extension as detailed in the report subject to the condition that the vehicle
undergoes four monthly vehicle inspection tests due to the age and mileage of the
vehicle.

70.

REQUEST FOR HACKNEY CARRIAGE
FURTHER 12 MONTHS - FY61 XHR

VEHICLE

EXTENSION

FOR

The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee was asked to consider an
application for a Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence Extension for a Skoda Octavia
vehicle registration FY61 XHR.
The Sub-Committee noted the information provided by way of the report and heard
submissions from the Applicant. In particular it noted that the vehicle’s MOT
4
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Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee (5.4.2022)

certificate expires on 30 September 2022 (with advisories). The Sub-Committee
were informed that the vehicle passed its annual taxi inspection test on 30 March
2022 and all works had been completed on the vehicle.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the vehicle was in a good and sound
condition and that public safety would not be compromised by the granting of the
licence sought.
Decision
Accordingly, the Sub-Committee granted the 12 month Hackney carriage Vehicle
Licence extension as detailed in the report subject to the condition that the vehicle
undergoes four monthly vehicle inspection tests due to the age and mileage of the
vehicle.

71.

REQUEST FOR HACKNEY CARRIAGE
FURTHER 12 MONTHS - RO10 VVP

VEHICLE

EXTENSION

FOR

The Licensing and Regulatory Sub-Committee was asked to consider an
application for a Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licence Extension for a Vauxhall
Insignia vehicle registration RO10 VVP.
The Sub-Committee noted the information provided by way of the report and heard
written submissions from the Applicant. In particular it noted that the vehicle’s MOT
certificate expires on 30 August 2022 (with advisories). The Sub-Committee were
informed that the vehicle passed its annual taxi inspection test on 23 March 2022
and all works detailed on this had been dealt with.
The Sub-Committee was satisfied that the vehicle was in a good and sound
condition and that public safety would not be compromised by the granting of the
licence sought.
Decision
Accordingly, the Sub-Committee granted the 12 month Hackney Carriage Vehicle
Licence extension as detailed in the report subject to the condition that the vehicle
undergoes four monthly vehicle inspection tests due to the age and mileage of the
vehicle.

CLLR Rob Hayes
Chair
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Agenda Item 4

TEIGNBRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL
LICENSING AND REGULATORY SUB COMMITTEE
12 May 2022
PART I
Report Title

Purpose

Applicant
Options

Report Author
Appendices /
Background Papers

1.

Request for Private Hire Vehicle Extension for further
12 months
EXZ 225 Silver Mercedes S320
For the Committee to consider the request, including this
report, representations made by the proprietor of the
vehicle and to determine whether the vehicle is fit for
purpose and should be issued with an extended licensing
plate.
Mr Lynn
The Committee may:
a.
Grant the request, with or without conditions; or
b.
Refuse the request.
Debbie Rosenveldt, Licensing Officer
licensing@teignbridge.gov.uk
A: Request for extension
B: MOT history
C: Photographs

APPLICATION DETAILS

1.1 Vehicle first registered – 21 September 2009
Age of vehicle, if granted - 12 years and 8 months
Private Hire licence expires – 26 May 2022
The vehicle will no longer meet the Council’s licensing policy as it is now being
more than 10 years old.
1.2 MOT expires – 30 September 2022 with no advisories.
1.3 Vehicle inspection booked for 12 May – details to be provided at the hearing.
1.5 Licensing Officer:
Vehicle inspected At the time of writing this report the vehicle had not been inspected by a licensing
officer.
Recommendation:
If the Committee resolves to license the vehicle, a condition requiring the vehicle
to have six or four monthly vehicle inspections be imposed.
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2.

RELEVANT POLICY AND LAW

2.1 Paragraph 5.2 of the Council’s Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle
Licensing Policy states that:
A vehicle being presented for initial licensing is required to be under five years
old at first registration.
A vehicle being presented for subsequent licensing is required to be under 10
years old with the exception of purpose built cabs. The Council has discretion to
continue to licence Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicles which are older
than ten years provided that the Council is satisfied that the vehicle is in a good
condition and good state of repair and provided that it passes the appropriate
testing standard. Applications for subsequent licensing for vehicles older than
ten years will be considered by the Regulatory and Appeals Committee which
can impose such conditions as it thinks fit including six and four monthly testing’.
2.2 All vehicle licences are issued annually.
2.3 Section 48(4)(c) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
states that:
‘Every licence granted under this section shall— (c) remain in force for such
period not being longer than one year as the district council may specify in the
licence’.
2.4 Section 48(2) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
states that:
‘A district council may attach to the grant of a licence under this section such
conditions as they may consider reasonably necessary including, without
prejudice to the generality of foregoing provisions of this subsection, conditions
requiring or prohibiting the display of signs on or from the vehicle to which the
licence relates.’
2.5 The above Policy and statutory provisions reflect the Council’s responsibility to
ensure that all hackney carriage and private hire vehicles are safe and fit for use
by members of the public. The Committee has the discretion to license a vehicle
if it is of the view that the vehicle is safe, fit for use and is in an acceptable
condition.
2.6 The decision of the Committee following a complete review of the Hackney
Carriage and Private Hire Policy in April 2009 after taking into account the views
from the trade was as follows:
“The Committee decided that vehicles being presented for initial licensing must
be under five years old.”
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2.7 With regard to subsequent licensing, the Committee decided that a vehicle
should be under ten years old with the exception of purpose built cabs. However
the Committee decided that the Council could exercise discretion to continue to
licence Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicles which are older than ten years
provided that the Council is satisfied that it is in a good condition and good state
of repair and provided that it passes the appropriate testing standard.
Applications for subsequent licensing for vehicles older than ten years will be
considered by the Regulatory and Appeals Committee which can impose such
conditions as it thinks fit including six monthly testing. The Committee did not
consider it appropriate to introduce an upper age or mileage limit.”
2.8 Section 50(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides:
‘that a district council shall not under the provisions of this subsection require a
proprietor to present the same hackney carriage or private hire vehicle for
inspection and testing on more than three separate occasions during any one
period of twelve months.’
2.9 In summary, the Committee is required to ensure that Public Safety is not
compromised by the granting of an extension of the licence. If it is satisfied that
safety is reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12
months or such shorter period as they see as appropriate.

3.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The cost of defending the appeal if the application is refused and the applicant appeals
to the Magistrates’ Court.
4.

LEGAL

The Committee are required only to ensure that Public Safety is not compromised by
the granting of an extension of the licence. If they are satisfied that safety is
reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12 months or such
shorter period as they see as appropriate.
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HUMMER4U
THE MOST EXOTIC LIMOUSINE RENTAL
COMPANY V.I.P / WEDDINGS / BIRTHDAYS /
PROMS / SPECIAL OCCASIONS

For The Commitee
14/04/2022

Application to private hire plate extension over the 10 year limit
Mercedes EXZ 225 for executive hire work we would like the extension
due to a two year down turn in revenue due to covid, work is now
returning but not at a rate to replace with a new vehicle. Due to low
mileage we would like to keep on 6 month inspections if possible. The
vehicle is in excellent condition inside and out.

YOURS FAITHFULLY
KEVIN LYNN (DIRECTOR)
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GOV.UK
Check MOT history (https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history)

EXZ225

MERCEDES-BENZ S-Class
Colour
Silver

Fuel type
Diesel

Date registered
21 September 2009

MOT valid until
30 November 2022
MOT history
Check mileage recorded at test, MOT expiry date, defects and advisories, and view test
certificate
Date tested
1 December 2021

PASS

Date tested
25 March 2021

PASS

Mileage
106,808 miles

MOT test number
8680 6566 7239

Test location

Expiry date
30 November 2022

Mileage
101,972 miles

MOT test number
6321 4434 1198

Test location

Expiry date
24 March 2022

The MOT test changed on 20 May 2018
Defects are now categorised according to their severity – dangerous, major, and minor.
Date tested
3 March 2018

PASS

Date tested
22 March 2017

Mileage
97,680 miles

MOT test number
5621 4341 3694

Test location

Expiry date
30 March 2019

Mileage
76,440 miles
15

MOT test number
2504 3206 4062

PASS

Test location

Expiry date
30 March 2018

Advisory notice item(s)
Nearside Front brake disc worn, pitted or scored, but
not seriously weakened (3.5.1i)
Offside Front brake disc worn, pitted or scored, but
not seriously weakened (3.5.1i)
Date tested
22 March 2017

FAIL

Mileage
76,440 miles

MOT test number
7844 6497 4384

Test location
Reason(s) for failure
Nearside Headlamp not working on dipped beam
(1.7.5a)
Advisory notice item(s)
Nearside Front brake disc worn, pitted or scored, but
not seriously weakened (3.5.1i)
Offside Front brake disc worn, pitted or scored, but
not seriously weakened (3.5.1i)

Date tested
31 March 2016

PASS

Mileage
54,462 miles

MOT test number
3904 4834 4719

Test location

Expiry date
30 March 2017

Advisory notice item(s)
engine covers fitted under trays fitted
Date tested
13 August 2015

PASS

Mileage
49,632 miles

MOT test number
2889 9592 5212

Test location

Expiry date
20 August 2016

Advisory notice item(s)
slight damage to n/s/f/ tyre side wall
Date tested
14 August 2014

PASS

Mileage
36,615 miles

MOT test number
3184 8692 4278

Test location

Expiry date
20 August 2015
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Date tested
21 August 2013

PASS

Date tested
20 August 2012

PASS

Mileage
29,147 miles

MOT test number
5892 2343 3247

Test location

Expiry date
20 August 2014

Mileage
21,692 miles

MOT test number
4895 9363 2274

Test location

Expiry date
19 August 2013

Advisory notice item(s)
Rear Tyre worn close to the legal limit (4.1.E.1)
Offside Rear Tyre worn close to the legal limit (4.1.E.1)
Under-trays fitted obscuring some underside
components

Outstanding vehicle recalls
Check if MERCEDES-BENZ S-Class EXZ225 has outstanding recalls
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Agenda Item 5

TEIGNBRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL
LICENSING AND REGULATORY SUB COMMITTEE
12 May 2022
PART I
Report Title

Purpose

Applicant
Options

Report Author
Appendices /
Background Papers

1.

Request for Hackney Carriage Vehicle Extension for
further 12 months
BV12 HGG White Ford Galaxy
For the Committee to consider the request, including this
report, representations made by the proprietor of the
vehicle and to determine whether the vehicle is fit for
purpose and should be issued with an extended licensing
plate.
Mr Winter
The Committee may:
a.
Grant the request, with or without conditions; or
b.
Refuse the request.
Debbie Rosenveldt, Licensing Officer
licensing@teignbridge.gov.uk
A: Request for extension
B: MOT history
C: Photographs

APPLICATION DETAILS

1.1 Vehicle first registered – 20 March 2012
Age of vehicle, if granted - 10 years and 2 months
Hackney Carriage licence expires – 30 May 2022
The vehicle will no longer meet the Council’s licensing policy as it is now being
more than 10 years old.
1.2 MOT expires - 20 March 2023 with one minor defect.
1.3 Vehicle inspection booked at the Depot 10 May – details to be provided at the
hearing.
1.4 Licensing Officer:
Vehicle checked At the time of writing this report the vehicle had not been inspected by a licensing
officer.
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Recommendation:
If the Committee resolves to license the vehicle, a condition requiring the vehicle
to have six or four monthly vehicle inspections be imposed.
2.

RELEVANT POLICY AND LAW

2.1 Paragraph 5.2 of the Council’s Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle
Licensing Policy states that:
A vehicle being presented for initial licensing is required to be under five years
old at first registration.
A vehicle being presented for subsequent licensing is required to be under 10
years old with the exception of purpose built cabs. The Council has discretion to
continue to licence Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicles which are older
than ten years provided that the Council is satisfied that the vehicle is in a good
condition and good state of repair and provided that it passes the appropriate
testing standard. Applications for subsequent licensing for vehicles older than
ten years will be considered by the Regulatory and Appeals Committee which
can impose such conditions as it thinks fit including six and four monthly testing’.
2.2 All vehicle licences are issued annually.
2.3 Section 43 of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 provides that:
‘Every licence so to be granted shall be under the common seal of the
commissioners, if incorporated, or, if not incorporated, shall be signed by two or
more of the commissioners, and shall not include more than one carriage so
licensed, and shall be in force for one year only from the day of the date of such
licence, or until the next general licensing meeting, in case any general
licensing day be appointed by the commissioners’ and
2.4 Section 47(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides that:
‘A district council may attach to the grant of a licence of a hackney carriage under
the Act of 1847 such conditions as the district council may consider reasonably
necessary’.
2.5 The above Policy and statutory provisions reflect the Council’s responsibility to
ensure that all hackney carriage and private hire vehicles are safe and fit for use
by members of the public. The Committee has the discretion to license a vehicle
if it is of the view that the vehicle is safe, fit for use and is in an acceptable
condition.
2.6 The decision of the Committee following a complete review of the Hackney
Carriage and Private Hire Policy in April 2009 after taking into account the views
from the trade was as follows:
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“The Committee decided that vehicles being presented for initial licensing must
be under five years old.”
2.7 With regard to subsequent licensing, the Committee decided that a vehicle
should be under ten years old with the exception of purpose built cabs. However
the Committee decided that the Council could exercise discretion to continue to
licence Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicles which are older than ten years
provided that the Council is satisfied that it is in a good condition and good state
of repair and provided that it passes the appropriate testing standard.
Applications for subsequent licensing for vehicles older than ten years will be
considered by the Regulatory and Appeals Committee which can impose such
conditions as it thinks fit including six monthly testing. The Committee did not
consider it appropriate to introduce an upper age or mileage limit.”
2.8 Section 50(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides:
‘that a district council shall not under the provisions of this subsection require a
proprietor to present the same hackney carriage or private hire vehicle for
inspection and testing on more than three separate occasions during any one
period of twelve months.’
2.9 In summary, the Committee is required to ensure that Public Safety is not
compromised by the granting of an extension of the licence. If it is satisfied that
safety is reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12
months or such shorter period as they see as appropriate.
3.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The cost of defending the appeal if the application is refused and the applicant appeals
to the Magistrates’ Court.
4.

LEGAL

The Committee are required only to ensure that Public Safety is not compromised by
the granting of an extension of the licence. If they are satisfied that safety is
reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12 months or such
shorter period as they see as appropriate.
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Regulatory and Appeals Committee

Dear Chairman and Councillors
I would like to appeal for an extension to my vehicle BV12 HGG, a White Ford
Galaxy.
The licence is due to expire 30th May 2022 and will be 10 years and 2 months. The
vehicle is in excellent condition inside and out.
Since Covid the increase in price of purchasing 2nd hand vehicles that are under 5
years old has risen greatly, coupled with the ever increasing cost of fuel it is a
financially unstable time for growing businesses. I hope that the committee will look
favourably upon my request.
I will present my vehicle to the Licensing Officer for inspection on request so that
they can confirm that it was in good physical condition.
Yours faithfully

Scott Winter
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GOV.UK
Check MOT history (https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history)

BV12HGG

FORD GALAXY
Colour
White

Fuel type
Diesel

Date registered
20 March 2012

MOT valid until
20 March 2023
MOT history
Check mileage recorded at test, MOT expiry date, defects and advisories, and view test
certificate
Date tested
8 March 2022

PASS

Mileage
295,848 miles

MOT test number
8678 8584 5715

Test location

Expiry date
20 March 2023

Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Offside Obligatory mirror slightly damaged (3.3 (b)
(i))
Date tested
8 March 2022

FAIL

Mileage
295,848 miles

MOT test number
7260 5961 9524

Test location
Do not drive until repaired (dangerous defects):
Nearside Rear Tyre tread depth below requirements
of 1.6mm 225-50-17 (5.2.3 (e))
Repair immediately (major defects):
Nearside Front Headlamp insecure (4.1.1 (c))
Driver's view of the road through the swept area of the
windscreen significantly affected by an obstruction
Phone holder (3.1 (a) (ii))
Nearside Front Anti-roll bar linkage ball joint dust
29longer prevents the ingress of dirt (5.3.4 (b)
cover no

(ii))
Offside Front Anti-roll bar linkage ball joint dust cover
no longer prevents the ingress of dirt (5.3.4 (b) (ii))
Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Offside Obligatory mirror slightly damaged (3.3 (b)
(i))
Windscreen wiper blade defective Smearing (3.4 (b)
(i))
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Brake pad(s) wearing thin All (1.1.13 (a) (ii))
Date tested
10 March 2021

PASS

Mileage
277,416 miles

MOT test number
7043 6496 5970

Test location

Expiry date
20 March 2022

Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Nearside Front Anti-roll bar linkage ball joint dust
cover severely deteriorated (5.3.4 (b) (i))
Offside Front Anti-roll bar linkage ball joint dust cover
severely deteriorated (5.3.4 (b) (i))
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Nearside Rear Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge Worn on inner edge (5.2.3 (e))
Offside Rear Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge Worn on inner edge (5.2.3 (e))
Date tested
9 March 2020

PASS

Mileage
264,889 miles

MOT test number
2160 6664 7837

Test location

Expiry date
20 March 2021

Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Windscreen damaged but not adversely affecting
driver's view (3.2 (a) (i))
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Rear Registration plate deteriorated but not likely to
be misread (0.1 (b))
Nearside Front Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge 1.9mm 225/50 17 (5.2.3 (e))
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Offside Front Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge 2.8mm (5.2.3 (e))
Date tested
9 March 2020

FAIL

Mileage
264,889 miles

MOT test number
1568 7455 8946

Test location
Repair immediately (major defects):
Registration plate lamp inoperative in the case of a
single lamp or all lamps (4.7.1 (b) (ii))
Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Windscreen damaged but not adversely affecting
driver's view (3.2 (a) (i))
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Rear Registration plate deteriorated but not likely to
be misread (0.1 (b))
Nearside Front Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge 1.9mm 225/50 17 (5.2.3 (e))
Offside Front Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge 2.8mm (5.2.3 (e))

Date tested
21 March 2019

PASS

Mileage
223,630 miles

MOT test number
7265 0325 0358

Test location

Expiry date
20 March 2020

Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Windscreen damaged but not adversely affecting
driver's view (3.2 (a) (i))
Date tested
20 March 2019

FAIL

Mileage
223,589 miles

MOT test number
2889 4813 5910

Test location
Do not drive until repaired (dangerous defects):
Nearside Front Tyre tread depth below requirements
of 1.6mm (5.2.3 (e))
Offside Front Tyre tread depth below requirements of
1.6mm (5.2.3 (e))
Repair immediately
(major defects):
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Central Rear Seat belt buckle not functioning as
intended (7.1.2 (d))
Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Windscreen damaged but not adversely affecting
driver's view (3.2 (a) (i))
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Rear Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on edge Tyres
badly worn inner edge, close to cord being exposed
(5.2.3 (e))
Rear Nail in tyre Both rear tyres ()

The MOT test changed on 20 May 2018
Defects are now categorised according to their severity – dangerous, major, and minor.
Date tested
6 March 2018

PASS

Date tested
17 March 2017

PASS

Mileage
184,361 miles

MOT test number
6094 5726 7965

Test location

Expiry date
20 March 2019

Mileage
142,664 miles

MOT test number
8613 0105 8130

Test location

Expiry date
20 March 2018

Advisory notice item(s)
Front Brake pad(s) wearing thin (3.5.1g)
Rear Brake pad(s) wearing thin (3.5.1g)
Front brake disc worn, pitted or scored, but not
seriously weakened (3.5.1i)
Rear brake disc worn, pitted or scored, but not
seriously weakened (3.5.1i)
Nearside Rear Trailing arm rubber bush deteriorated
but not resulting in excessive movement (2.4.G.2)
Offside Rear Trailing arm rubber bush deteriorated but
not resulting in excessive movement (2.4.G.2)
Rear tyres worn more on inner edges
Nearside Rear tyre out of shape
Nearside Rear small cut in tread of tyre
Date tested
9 March 2016

Mileage
108,577 miles 32

MOT test number
8122 8299 3765

PASS

Test location

Expiry date
20 March 2017

Advisory notice item(s)
Rear seats folded, could not check seat belts.
Offside Front Inner tie rod end has play.
Date tested
12 March 2015

PASS

Mileage
81,752 miles

MOT test number
8653 1177 5012

Test location

Expiry date
20 March 2016

Advisory notice item(s)
Rear Trailing arm rubber bush deteriorated but not
resulting in excessive movement (2.4.G.2)
Nearside Front Track rod end ball joint has slight play
(2.2.B.1f)

Outstanding vehicle recalls
Check if FORD GALAXY BV12HGG has outstanding recalls
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Agenda Item 6

TEIGNBRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL
LICENSING AND REGULATORY SUB COMMITTEE
12 May 2022
PART I
Report Title

Purpose

Applicant
Options

Report Author
Appendices /
Background Papers

1.

Request for Hackney Carriage Vehicle Extension for
further 12 months
MK12 YWA Black Ford Mondeo
For the Committee to consider the request, including this
report, representations made by the proprietor of the
vehicle and to determine whether the vehicle is fit for
purpose and should be issued with an extended licensing
plate.
Mr Pop
The Committee may:
a.
Grant the request, with or without conditions; or
b.
Refuse the request.
Debbie Rosenveldt, Licensing Officer
licensing@teignbridge.gov.uk
A: Request for extension
B: MOT history
C: Photographs

APPLICATION DETAILS

1.1 Vehicle first registered – 5 March 2012
Age of vehicle, if granted - 10 years and 2 months
Hackney Carriage licence expires – 16 May 2022
The vehicle will no longer meet the Council’s licensing policy as it is now being
more than 10 years old.
1.2 MOT expires – 1 March 2023 with no advisories.
1.3 Vehicle inspection booked at the Depot on 6 May – details to be provided at the
hearing.
1.4 Licensing Officer:
Vehicle checked At the time of writing this report the vehicle had not been inspected by a Licensing
Officer.
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Recommendation:
If the Committee resolves to license the vehicle, a condition requiring the vehicle
to have six or four monthly vehicle inspections be imposed.
2.

RELEVANT POLICY AND LAW

2.1 Paragraph 5.2 of the Council’s Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle
Licensing Policy states that:
A vehicle being presented for initial licensing is required to be under five years
old at first registration.
A vehicle being presented for subsequent licensing is required to be under 10
years old with the exception of purpose built cabs. The Council has discretion to
continue to licence Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicles which are older
than ten years provided that the Council is satisfied that the vehicle is in a good
condition and good state of repair and provided that it passes the appropriate
testing standard. Applications for subsequent licensing for vehicles older than
ten years will be considered by the Regulatory and Appeals Committee which
can impose such conditions as it thinks fit including six and four monthly testing’.
2.2 All vehicle licences are issued annually.
2.3 Section 43 of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 provides that:
‘Every licence so to be granted shall be under the common seal of the
commissioners, if incorporated, or, if not incorporated, shall be signed by two or
more of the commissioners, and shall not include more than one carriage so
licensed, and shall be in force for one year only from the day of the date of such
licence, or until the next general licensing meeting, in case any general
licensing day be appointed by the commissioners’ and
2.4 Section 47(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides that:
‘A district council may attach to the grant of a licence of a hackney carriage under
the Act of 1847 such conditions as the district council may consider reasonably
necessary’.
2.5 The above Policy and statutory provisions reflect the Council’s responsibility to
ensure that all hackney carriage and private hire vehicles are safe and fit for use
by members of the public. The Committee has the discretion to license a vehicle
if it is of the view that the vehicle is safe, fit for use and is in an acceptable
condition.
2.6 The decision of the Committee following a complete review of the Hackney
Carriage and Private Hire Policy in April 2009 after taking into account the views
from the trade was as follows:
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“The Committee decided that vehicles being presented for initial licensing must
be under five years old.”
2.7 With regard to subsequent licensing, the Committee decided that a vehicle
should be under ten years old with the exception of purpose built cabs. However
the Committee decided that the Council could exercise discretion to continue to
licence Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicles which are older than ten years
provided that the Council is satisfied that it is in a good condition and good state
of repair and provided that it passes the appropriate testing standard.
Applications for subsequent licensing for vehicles older than ten years will be
considered by the Regulatory and Appeals Committee which can impose such
conditions as it thinks fit including six monthly testing. The Committee did not
consider it appropriate to introduce an upper age or mileage limit.”
2.8 Section 50(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides:
‘that a district council shall not under the provisions of this subsection require a
proprietor to present the same hackney carriage or private hire vehicle for
inspection and testing on more than three separate occasions during any one
period of twelve months.’
2.9 In summary, the Committee is required to ensure that Public Safety is not
compromised by the granting of an extension of the licence. If it is satisfied that
safety is reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12
months or such shorter period as they see as appropriate.
3.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The cost of defending the appeal if the application is refused and the applicant appeals
to the Magistrates’ Court.
4.

LEGAL

The Committee are required only to ensure that Public Safety is not compromised by
the granting of an extension of the licence. If they are satisfied that safety is
reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12 months or such
shorter period as they see as appropriate.
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Regulatory and Appeals Committee

Dear Chairman and Councillors
I would like to appeal for an extension to my vehicle MK12 YWA, Ford Mondeo.
The licence is due to expire 16th May 2022.
The vehicle is in good mechanical and physical condition. It has been a financially
challenging couple of years due to the covid and the cost of replacing this vehicle
with one that is under 5 years old is not something I am currently able to afford. I
hope that the committee will look favourably upon my request.
I understand that it must have a taxi test at the depot prior to the next committee
hearing.
Yours faithfully
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GOV.UK
Check MOT history (https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history)

MK12YWA

FORD MONDEO
Colour
Black

Fuel type
Diesel

Date registered
5 March 2012

MOT valid until
1 March 2023
MOT history
Check mileage recorded at test, MOT expiry date, defects and advisories, and view test
certificate
Date tested
24 February 2022

PASS

Date tested
24 February 2022

FAIL

Mileage
301,681 miles

MOT test number
6073 9430 7029

Test location

Expiry date
1 March 2023

Mileage
301,681 miles

MOT test number
1245 2500 9682

Test location
Repair immediately (major defects):
Nearside Front Anti-roll bar linkage ball joint dust
cover no longer prevents the ingress of dirt (5.3.4 (b)
(ii))

Date tested
1 March 2021

PASS

Mileage
276,445 miles

MOT test number
1998 1011 6730

Test location

Expiry date
1 March 2022

Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Oil leak, but not excessive (8.4.1 (a) (i))
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Nearside Front Road wheel slightly distorted (5.2.2
(c) (i))
Nearside Front Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge (5.2.3 (e))
Offside Front Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge 2354518 (5.2.3 (e))
Date tested
27 February 2021

FAIL

Mileage
276,381 miles

MOT test number
7235 4000 1783

Test location
Repair immediately (major defects):
Registration plate lamp inoperative in the case of a
single lamp or all lamps (4.7.1 (b) (ii))
Exhaust emissions exceed default limit of 1.5m-1
(8.2.2.2 (b))
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Oil leak, but not excessive (8.4.1 (a) (i))
Nearside Front Road wheel slightly distorted (5.2.2
(c) (i))
Nearside Front Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge (5.2.3 (e))
Offside Front Tyre worn close to legal limit/worn on
edge 2354518 (5.2.3 (e))

Date tested
28 February 2020

PASS

Mileage
254,240 miles

MOT test number
9587 9422 2471

Test location

Expiry date
1 March 2021

Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Offside Front Brake pad(s) wearing thin (1.1.13 (a) (ii))
Date tested
28 February 2020

FAIL

Mileage
254,240 miles

MOT test number
5851 3999 5435

Test location
Repair immediately (major defects):
Offside Headlamp aim projected beam image is
obviously incorrect (4.1.2 (c))

48 if necessary (advisories):
Monitor and repair

Offside Front Brake pad(s) wearing thin (1.1.13 (a) (ii))
Date tested
1 March 2019

PASS

Mileage
225,076 miles

MOT test number
3170 2883 0583

Test location

Expiry date
1 March 2020

Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Windscreen damaged but not adversely affecting
driver's view (3.2 (a) (i))

The MOT test changed on 20 May 2018
Defects are now categorised according to their severity – dangerous, major, and minor.
Date tested
1 March 2018

PASS

Date tested
2 March 2017

PASS
Date tested
17 May 2016

PASS

Mileage
197,634 miles

MOT test number
5424 1457 1102

Test location

Expiry date
1 March 2019

Mileage
176,553 miles

MOT test number
6655 7433 0038

Test location

Expiry date
1 March 2018

Mileage
151,041 miles

MOT test number
5111 7740 3517

Test location

Expiry date
16 May 2017

Advisory notice item(s)
Rear Brake pad(s) wearing thin (3.5.1g)
Date tested
26 February 2016

PASS

Mileage
153,427 miles

MOT test number
9587 6636 8893

Test location

Expiry date
5 March 2017

Advisory notice item(s)
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Rear Brake pad(s) wearing thin (3.5.1g)
Offside Rear Brake disc pitted
Nearside Front Tyre worn close to the legal limit
(4.1.E.1)
Offside Front Tyre worn close to the legal limit
(4.1.E.1)
Front tyres low inner edge
Front Wipers starting to smear
Washers partially blocked
Date tested
6 March 2015

PASS

Date tested
6 March 2015

FAIL

Mileage
111,889 miles

MOT test number
7391 9576 5053

Test location

Expiry date
5 March 2016

Mileage
111,888 miles

MOT test number
3571 3586 5087

Test location
Reason(s) for failure
Offside Front Tyre has ply or cords exposed (4.1.D.1b)
Nearside Rear Tyre has a lump, caused by separation
or partial failure of its structure (4.1.D.1b)
Offside Rear Tyre has a lump, caused by separation or
partial failure of its structure (4.1.D.1b)
Registration plate lamp not working (1.1.C.1d)
rear brake application uneven (3.7.B.2)
Advisory notice item(s)
Rear Brake pad(s) wearing thin (3.5.1g)

Outstanding vehicle recalls
Check if FORD MONDEO MK12YWA has outstanding recalls
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Agenda Item 7

TEIGNBRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL
LICENSING AND REGULATORY SUB COMMITTEE
12 May 2022
PART I
Report Title

Purpose

Applicant
Options

Report Author
Appendices /
Background Papers

1.

Request for Hackney Carriage Vehicle Extension for
further 12 months
KV08 XOC Silver Mercedes E220
For the Committee to consider the request, including this
report, representations made by the proprietor of the
vehicle and to determine whether the vehicle is fit for
purpose and should be issued with an extended licensing
plate.
Mr Alipour
The Committee may:
a.
Grant the request, with or without conditions; or
b.
Refuse the request.
Debbie Rosenveldt, Licensing Officer
licensing@teignbridge.gov.uk
A: Request for extension
B: MOT history

APPLICATION DETAILS

1.1 Vehicle first registered – 27 March 2008
Age of vehicle, if granted - 14 years and 2 months
Hackney Carriage licence expires – 27 May 2022
The vehicle will no longer meet the Council’s licensing policy as it is now being
more than 10 years old.
1.2 MOT expires – 28 April 2023 with no advisories.
1.3 Vehicle inspection booked at the Depot on 9 May – details to be provided at the
hearing.
1.4 Licensing Officer:
Vehicle checked Licensing Officer to check vehicle and take photographs on 27 April. Details to
be provided at the hearing.
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Recommendation:
If the Committee resolves to license the vehicle, a condition requiring the vehicle
to have six or four monthly vehicle inspections be imposed.
2.

RELEVANT POLICY AND LAW

2.1 Paragraph 5.2 of the Council’s Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle
Licensing Policy states that:
A vehicle being presented for initial licensing is required to be under five years
old at first registration.
A vehicle being presented for subsequent licensing is required to be under 10
years old with the exception of purpose built cabs. The Council has discretion to
continue to licence Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicles which are older
than ten years provided that the Council is satisfied that the vehicle is in a good
condition and good state of repair and provided that it passes the appropriate
testing standard. Applications for subsequent licensing for vehicles older than
ten years will be considered by the Regulatory and Appeals Committee which
can impose such conditions as it thinks fit including six and four monthly testing’.
2.2 All vehicle licences are issued annually.
2.3 Section 43 of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 provides that:
‘Every licence so to be granted shall be under the common seal of the
commissioners, if incorporated, or, if not incorporated, shall be signed by two or
more of the commissioners, and shall not include more than one carriage so
licensed, and shall be in force for one year only from the day of the date of such
licence, or until the next general licensing meeting, in case any general
licensing day be appointed by the commissioners’ and
2.4 Section 47(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides that:
‘A district council may attach to the grant of a licence of a hackney carriage under
the Act of 1847 such conditions as the district council may consider reasonably
necessary’.
2.5 The above Policy and statutory provisions reflect the Council’s responsibility to
ensure that all hackney carriage and private hire vehicles are safe and fit for use
by members of the public. The Committee has the discretion to license a vehicle
if it is of the view that the vehicle is safe, fit for use and is in an acceptable
condition.
2.6 The decision of the Committee following a complete review of the Hackney
Carriage and Private Hire Policy in April 2009 after taking into account the views
from the trade was as follows:
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“The Committee decided that vehicles being presented for initial licensing must
be under five years old.”
2.7 With regard to subsequent licensing, the Committee decided that a vehicle
should be under ten years old with the exception of purpose built cabs. However
the Committee decided that the Council could exercise discretion to continue to
licence Hackney Carriage or Private Hire vehicles which are older than ten years
provided that the Council is satisfied that it is in a good condition and good state
of repair and provided that it passes the appropriate testing standard.
Applications for subsequent licensing for vehicles older than ten years will be
considered by the Regulatory and Appeals Committee which can impose such
conditions as it thinks fit including six monthly testing. The Committee did not
consider it appropriate to introduce an upper age or mileage limit.”
2.8 Section 50(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides:
‘that a district council shall not under the provisions of this subsection require a
proprietor to present the same hackney carriage or private hire vehicle for
inspection and testing on more than three separate occasions during any one
period of twelve months.’
2.9 In summary, the Committee is required to ensure that Public Safety is not
compromised by the granting of an extension of the licence. If it is satisfied that
safety is reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12
months or such shorter period as they see as appropriate.
3.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The cost of defending the appeal if the application is refused and the applicant appeals
to the Magistrates’ Court.
4.

LEGAL

The Committee are required only to ensure that Public Safety is not compromised by
the granting of an extension of the licence. If they are satisfied that safety is
reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12 months or such
shorter period as they see as appropriate.
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-----Original Message----Sent: 25 March 2022 12:06
To: Ext Mail: Licensing <licensing@Teignbridge.gov.uk>
Subject: H201 Request

Good Afternoon
Please be advised that Mr Alipour would like the silver Mercedes KV08 XOC to be considered for a
further yearly extension.
The vehicle is in excellent condition. He is not in the financial position to purchase further cars. He
requires this vehicle to be relicensed as he has a school contract.
Best wishes
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GOV.UK
We need your help
to help us improve this service.

Check MOT history (https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history)

KV08XOC

MERCEDES-BENZ E
Colour
Silver

Fuel type
Diesel

Date registered
27 March 2008

MOT valid until
28 April 2023
MOT history
Check mileage recorded at test, MOT expiry date, defects and advisories, and view test
certificate
Date tested
31 March 2022

PASS
Date tested
7 April 2021

PASS
Date tested
1 April 2021

FAIL

Mileage
245,087 miles

MOT test number
1806 4114 3950

Test location

Expiry date
28 April 2023

Mileage
230,153 miles

MOT test number
9949 7610 4494

Test location

Expiry date
28 April 2022

Mileage
230,153 miles

MOT test number
4146 7212 3602

Test location
Repair immediately (major defects):
Nearside Front Lower Suspension arm ball joint
excessively worn rear (5.3.4 (a) (i))
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
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Nearside Front Brake hose slightly deteriorated (1.1.12
(b) (ii))
Offside Front Brake hose slightly deteriorated (1.1.12
(b) (ii))
Rear Prop shaft flexible coupling slightly deteriorated
rear (6.1.7 (d) (i))
Offside Rear Nail in tyre ()
Date tested
29 April 2020

PASS
Date tested
8 April 2019

PASS

Mileage
228,073 miles

MOT test number
4933 4362 2710

Test location

Expiry date
28 April 2021

Mileage
220,410 miles

MOT test number
3351 7831 3934

Test location

Expiry date
7 October 2020

Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Rear prop, rear rubber driver plate cracking

The MOT test changed on 20 May 2018
Defects are now categorised according to their severity – dangerous, major, and minor.
Date tested
30 April 2018

PASS
Date tested
2 May 2017

PASS
Date tested
5 May 2016

PASS

Mileage
202,920 miles

MOT test number
7448 3396 0451

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2019

Mileage
180,903 miles

MOT test number
1674 5170 1136

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2018

Mileage
163,273 miles

MOT test number
1106 9450 2431

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2017
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Date tested
3 May 2016

FAIL

Mileage
163,075 miles

MOT test number
5962 6905 4345

Test location
Reason(s) for failure
Nearside Front suspension has excessive play in a
lower suspension ball joint (2.5.B.1a)

Date tested
14 May 2015

PASS
Date tested
30 April 2014

PASS
Date tested
3 May 2013

PASS
Date tested
1 May 2013

FAIL

Mileage
139,247 miles

MOT test number
2687 9423 5493

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2016

Mileage
127,735 miles

MOT test number
9686 5032 4146

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2015

Mileage
109,046 miles

MOT test number
1392 1342 3138

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2014

Mileage
108,756 miles

MOT test number
3588 9182 3142

Test location
Reason(s) for failure
Nearside Front brake disc in such a condition that it is
seriously weakened (3.5.1i)
Offside Front brake disc in such a condition that it is
seriously weakened (3.5.1i)

Date tested
1 May 2012

PASS
Date tested

Mileage
81,330 miles

MOT test number
2483 4242 2490

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2013

Mileage
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MOT test number

6 May 2011

PASS
Date tested
6 May 2011

FAIL

69,305 miles

1759 5622 1192

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2012

Mileage
69,305 miles

MOT test number
5281 6682 1155

Test location
Reason(s) for failure
Nearside Rear Tyre has a bulge, caused by separation
or partial failure of its structure (4.1.D.1b)
Offside Rear Tyre has a bulge, caused by separation or
partial failure of its structure (4.1.D.1b)
Front Brake pad(s) less than 1.5 mm thick (3.5.1g)
Rear Brake pad(s) less than 1.5 mm thick (3.5.1g)

Date tested
7 May 2010

PASS
Date tested
6 May 2010

FAIL

Mileage
44,569 miles

MOT test number
7021 9782 0172

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2011

Mileage
44,563 miles

MOT test number
3040 2612 0152

Test location
Reason(s) for failure
Nearside Rear Tyre tread depth below requirements
of 1.6mm (4.1.E.1)

Date tested
29 May 2009

PASS

Mileage
14,518 miles

MOT test number
9004 1944 9167

Test location

Expiry date
28 May 2010

Outstanding vehicle recalls
Check if MERCEDES-BENZ E KV08XOC has outstanding recalls
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Agenda Item 8

TEIGNBRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL
LICENSING AND REGULATORY SUB COMMITTEE
12 May 2022
PART I
Report Title

Purpose

Applicant
Options

Report Author
Appendices /
Background Papers

1.

Request for Private Hire Vehicle Licence for Vehicle
over 5 years.
OY14 KDJ Black Land Rover Discovery
For the Committee to consider the request included in this
report, representations made by the owner of the vehicle
and to determine whether the vehicle is fit for purpose and
should be issued with a licensed plate.
Mr Bass
The Committee may:
a.
Grant the request, with or without conditions; or
b.
Refuse the request.
Debbie Rosenveldt, Licensing Officer
licensing@teignbridge.gov.uk
A: Request for licence
B: MOT history
C: Photographs
D: Vehicle Inspection Sheet

APPLICATION DETAILS

1.1 Vehicle first registered – 7 March 2014
Age of vehicle, if granted - 8 years and 2 months
The vehicle does not meet the Council’s licensing policy as it is over 5 years of
age.
1.2 MOT expires – 4 February 2023 with no advisories.
1.3 The vehicle passed the inspection on 21 April 2022.
1.4 Licensing Officer:
Vehicle inspected At the time of writing this report the vehicle had not been inspected by a Licensing
Officer.
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Recommendation: members to decide whether to
Grant the licence
Not grant the licence
2.

RELEVANT POLICY AND LAW

2.1 Paragraph 5.2 of the Council’s Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle
Licensing Policy states that:
A vehicle being presented for initial licensing is required to be under five years
old at first registration.
2.2 All vehicle licences are issued annually.
2.3 Section 48(4)(c) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
states that:
‘Every licence granted under this section shall— (c) remain in force for such
period not being longer than one year as the district council may specify in the
licence’.
2.4 Section 48(2) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
states that:
‘A district council may attach to the grant of a licence under this section such
conditions as they may consider reasonably necessary including, without
prejudice to the generality of foregoing provisions of this subsection, conditions
requiring or prohibiting the display of signs on or from the vehicle to which the
licence relates.’
2.5 The above Policy and statutory provisions reflect the Council’s responsibility to
ensure that all hackney carriage and private hire vehicles are safe and fit for use
by members of the public. The Committee has the discretion to license a vehicle
if it is of the view that the vehicle is safe, fit for use and is in an acceptable
condition.
2.6 The decision of the Committee following a complete review of the Hackney
Carriage and Private Hire Policy in April 2009 after taking into account the views
from the trade was as follows:
“The Committee decided that vehicles being presented for initial licensing must
be under five years old.”
2.7 Section 50(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides:
‘that a district council shall not under the provisions of this subsection require a
proprietor to present the same hackney carriage or private hire vehicle for
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inspection and testing on more than three separate occasions during any one
period of twelve months.’
2.8 In summary, the Committee is required to ensure that Public Safety is not
compromised by the granting of an extension of the licence. If it is satisfied that
safety is reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12
months or such shorter period as they see as appropriate.

3.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The cost of defending the appeal if the application is refused and the applicant appeals
to the Magistrates’ Court.
4.

LEGAL

The Committee are required only to ensure that Public Safety is not compromised by
the granting of a the licence. If they are satisfied that safety is reasonably assured
they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12 months or such shorter period as
they see as appropriate.
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I grew up in Devon and am setting up a local tour business to share my love of Dartmoor with
tourists. I have already established a relationship with the Dartmoor National Park authority and
have agreed to ask tour guests to donate to the conservation of the moor after each tour. I am
passionate about sustainability as an environmental scientist (BSc & MSc) and I also plan to team up
with other local businesses to offer further tour experiences.

If the vehicle licence is granted I will then apply for my drivers and operators’ licence as well as
private hire insurance.
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GOV.UK
Check MOT history (https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history)

OY14KDJ

LAND ROVER DISCOVERY
Colour
Black

Fuel type
Diesel

Date registered
7 March 2014

MOT valid until
4 February 2023
MOT history
Check mileage recorded at test, MOT expiry date, defects and advisories, and view test
certificate
Date tested
5 February 2022

PASS

Date tested
26 February 2021

PASS

Mileage
65,937 miles

MOT test number
4954 1611 8494

Test location

Expiry date
4 February 2023

Mileage
61,655 miles

MOT test number
8433 7009 6712

Test location

Expiry date
6 March 2022

Repair as soon as possible (minor defects):
Windscreen damaged but not adversely affecting
driver's view (3.2 (a) (i))
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Tyre slightly damaged/cracking or perishing Both
sides front and rear (5.2.3 (d) (ii))
Front Brake disc worn, but not excessively (1.1.14 (a)
(i))
Date tested
13 February 2020

Mileage
58,254 miles

MOT test number
6684 1125 8069
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Test location

Expiry date

PASS

6 March 2021
Monitor and repair if necessary (advisories):
Nearside Front Suspension arm pin or bush worn but
not resulting in excessive movement lower arm rear
bush (5.3.4 (a) (i))
Offside Front Suspension arm pin or bush worn but
not resulting in excessive movement lower arm rear
bush (5.3.4 (a) (i))

Date tested
1 March 2019

PASS

Mileage
50,454 miles

MOT test number
3607 0052 9594

Test location

Expiry date
6 March 2020

The MOT test changed on 20 May 2018
Defects are now categorised according to their severity – dangerous, major, and minor.
Date tested
2 March 2018

PASS

Date tested
3 March 2017

PASS

Mileage
41,589 miles

MOT test number
7281 1486 7031

Test location

Expiry date
6 March 2019

Mileage
32,478 miles

MOT test number
2251 9607 8008

Test location

Expiry date
6 March 2018

Outstanding vehicle recalls
Check if LAND ROVER DISCOVERY OY14KDJ has outstanding recalls
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Agenda Item 9

TEIGNBRIDGE DISTRICT COUNCIL
LICENSING AND REGULATORY SUB COMMITTEE
12 May 2022
PART I
Report Title
Purpose

Applicant
Options

Report Author
Appendices /
Background Papers

1.

Request for Hackney Carriage Vehicle over 5 years.
KP66 FYB Black Mercedes Benz
For the Committee to consider the request included in this
report, representations made by the proprietor of the
vehicle and to determine whether the vehicle is fit for
purpose and should be issued with a licensed plate.
Mr Kekilli
The Committee may:
a.
Grant the request, with or without conditions; or
b.
Refuse the request.
Debbie Rosenveldt, Licensing Officer
licensing@teignbridge.gov.uk
A: Request for licence
B: MOT history
C: Photographs

APPLICATION DETAILS

1.1 Vehicle first registered – 12 September 2016
Age of vehicle, if granted - 5 years and 8 months
Hackney Carriage licence expired on 7 March 2022
The vehicle will no longer meet the Council’s licensing policy as it is over 5 years
of age.
1.2 MOT expires - 20 July 2022 with no advisories.
1.3 Vehicle inspection booked at the Depot on 26 April – details to be provided at the
hearing.
1.4 Licensing Officer:
Vehicle checked At the time of writing this report the vehicle had not been inspected by a licensing
officer.
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Recommendation: This was a licensed vehicle that did not renew before the
expiry date and therefore is treated as a new vehicle. Members to decide
whether to grant the licence.
2.

RELEVANT POLICY AND LAW

2.1 Paragraph 5.2 of the Council’s Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle
Licensing Policy states that:
A vehicle being presented for initial licensing is required to be under five years
old at first registration.
2.2 All vehicle licences are issued annually.
2.3 Section 43 of the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 provides that:
‘Every licence so to be granted shall be under the common seal of the
commissioners, if incorporated, or, if not incorporated, shall be signed by two or
more of the commissioners, and shall not include more than one carriage so
licensed, and shall be in force for one year only from the day of the date of such
licence, or until the next general licensing meeting, in case any general
licensing day be appointed by the commissioners’ and
2.4 Section 47(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
provides that:
‘A district council may attach to the grant of a licence of a hackney carriage under
the Act of 1847 such conditions as the district council may consider reasonably
necessary’.
2.5 The above Policy and statutory provisions reflect the Council’s responsibility to
ensure that all hackney carriage and private hire vehicles are safe and fit for use
by members of the public. The Committee has the discretion to license a vehicle
if it is of the view that the vehicle is safe, fit for use and is in an acceptable
condition.
2.6 The decision of the Committee following a complete review of the Hackney
Carriage and Private Hire Policy in April 2009 after taking into account the views
from the trade was as follows:
“The Committee decided that vehicles being presented for initial licensing must
be under five years old.”
2.7 2.8
Section 50(1) of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1976 provides:
‘that a district council shall not under the provisions of this subsection require a
proprietor to present the same hackney carriage or private hire vehicle for
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inspection and testing on more than three separate occasions during any one
period of twelve months.’
2.8 In summary, the Committee is required to ensure that Public Safety is not
compromised by the granting of the licence. If it is satisfied that safety is
reasonably assured they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12 months or
such shorter period as they see as appropriate.
3.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The cost of defending the appeal if the application is refused and the applicant appeals
to the Magistrates’ Court.
4.

LEGAL

The Committee are required only to ensure that Public Safety is not compromised by
the granting of the licence. If they are satisfied that safety is reasonably assured
they may grant the licence for a maximum of 12 months or such shorter period as
they see as appropriate.
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From:
Sent: 22 April 2022 13:01
To: Ext Mail: Licensing <licensing@Teignbridge.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: KP66 FYB - H662

KP66 FYB - H662
Please may you consider my vehicle to be plated as a Teignbridge Taxi.
The car has been plated here previously and we missed the renewal date.
My car has low mileage for a car of its age and is only just over the threshold of five years.
It is kept immaculately clean and has had no issues whatsoever. We would like to keep this
on our fleet as an executive car due to its make and overall appearance.
I will send you some photos in due course, but please take my appeal as for now.
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GOV.UK
Check MOT history (https://www.gov.uk/check-mot-history)

KP66FYB

MERCEDES-BENZ E
Colour
Black

Fuel type
Diesel

Date registered
12 September 2016

MOT valid until
20 July 2022
MOT history
Check mileage recorded at test, MOT expiry date, defects and advisories, and view test
certificate
Date tested
21 July 2021

PASS
Date tested
27 August 2020

PASS

Date tested
26 August 2020

FAIL

Mileage
30,657 miles

MOT test number
6224 5716 0407

Test location

Expiry date
20 July 2022

Mileage
27,591 miles

MOT test number
6246 2419 1249

Test location

Expiry date
11 September 2021

Mileage
27,589 miles

MOT test number
1355 6087 6551

Test location
Repair immediately (major defects):
Offside Front Tyre has a cut in excess of the
requirements deep enough to reach the ply or cords
(5.2.3 (d) (i))

Date tested
20 August 2019

Mileage
22,647 miles
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MOT test number
5166 5003 2239

PASS

Test location

Expiry date
11 September 2020

The MOT test changed on 20 May 2018
Defects are now categorised according to their severity – dangerous, major, and minor.

Outstanding vehicle recalls
Check if MERCEDES-BENZ E KP66FYB has outstanding recalls
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